Customs in 3 Easy Steps
Step 1
Obtain a Customs Decal
Apply for a Customs decal for your aircraft if you don’t have one already.
Apply online at CBP.Gov or:
https://tradelinks4.mellon.com/cbp/Dispatcher

Step 2

Obtain an overflight permit

Single Overflight Permit for a specific, one time arrival.
Need a minimum of 15 days prior written notice mailed to the Port Director.
Term Exemption Overflight Permit for a 1 year term.
Need a minimum of 30 days prior written notice mailed to the Port Director.
(Please note: Customs has been able to process overflight permit requests
within 24-48 hrs of receiving requests for arrivals into CRQ.)
Mail a letter to request the over-flight permit and explain why an overflight
permit is beneficial to you, AND form 442 to:
The Port Director
610 W Ash St
Suite 1005
San Diego, CA 92101
Attn: Overflight/Landing Rights
**Please refer to our list of information that must be included in your
overflight request.**

Step 3

Give Advance Notice of Arrival

Customs must be notified of your arrival at least 60 minutes in advance. You
must call AND fax your Advance Notice of Arrival Form 178.
Call CBP @ (619) 685-4304, 4305, 4306
AND fax form 178 to (619) 685-4396
**Please refer to our list of information that must be included in your
advance notice of arrival.**

Step 2: Obtain an overflight permit
All overflight exemptions must include:
Aircraft registration number and serial number
Identification information for each aircraft (class, manufacturer, type, number, color scheme and
type of engine (e.g., turbojet, turbofan, etc.)
A statement that the aircraft is equipped with a functioning mode C (altitude reporting)
Transponder, which will be in use during the overflight.
A statement that the overflight will be made in accord with the instrument flight rules (IFR), and
that flights will be at altitudes above 12,500 feet mean sea level (Unless other instructed by
ATC).
Name and address of the applicant operating the aircraft. If the applicant is an individual, include
the name, address, social security number (if available), and date of birth. If the applicant is a
business entity, the address of the headquarters of the business. If the aircraft is operated under a
lease, include the name, address social security (if available) of both the lessee and the owner.
Individual, signed applications from each crewmember stating name, address, Social security
numbers (If available), FAA certificate number (if applicable), and place and date of birth.
A statement from the individual signing the application that the pilot(s) and crewmember(s)
responding to the paragraph above are those intended to conduct overflights, and to the best of
the individual’s knowledge, the information supplied is accurate.
Names, addresses, Social Security numbers (if available), and dates of birth for all usual or
anticipated passengers. An approved passenger must be on board to utilize the overflight
exemptions.
Description of unusual or anticipated baggage or cargo.
Description of the applicant’s usual business activity.
Names(s) of the airport(s) of intended first landing in the U.S. Overflights will only be permitted
to specific approved airports.
Foreign place(s) from which the flight(s) will originate.
Reasons for request for the overflight exemption. Provide an estimate of the increased costs of an
extra landing at a designated airport (e.g., fuel, wear on aircraft components, landing fees,
additional time/distance, etc.)

Step 3: Give Advance Notice of Arrival
Advance Notice of Arrival must include:
Type of aircraft and registration number
Name of aircraft commander
Fix Base Operator (FBO) and callback telephone #
Number of U.S. citizens passengers, names, Dates of Birth, and Nationality
Number of alien passengers, names, Dates of Birth, and nationality
Place of last foreign departure
Estimated time and location of crossing U.S. Border/coastline

This information needs to be included when faxing CBP form 178 at least 60
min prior to arrival.

